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Abstract
Early automated detection of crude oil spills is
needed in order to prevent environmental pollution
and degradation, financial losses, and adverse social
and health effects. In an oil spill event, determination
of the initial amount of spilled oil is also important
for the actions of spill mitigation as well as legal
issues and fines to the spillers. The significant
contribution of this research is that it contributes an
algorithm for automated early spill detection and
volume estimation for land crude oil spills. The
algorithm consists of three major steps: canny edge
detection, modal filtration with customized crude oil
spill image filters, and color homogeneity filtration.
The algorithm was tested on 70 crude oil spill
images obtained from Crude Oil Spill Imaging
Database (COSID), with crude oil spill volumes
ranging from 0.01 L - 3 L. The algorithm was able to
automatically and successfully detect the crude oil
spill in 65 of the images, resulting in an efficiency of
92.86% and a False Positive Per Image (FPI) of
1.84. The spill volume estimates provided by the
algorithm ranged from 2 - 87.5% of the actual spill
volumes in the images. The low volume estimates
were as a result of scattered pockets of spills,
shadows of overhanging vegetation on the spill
surfaces, and the presence of non-crude oil spill
objects, such as twigs, branches, and grasses, within
the crude oil spills. The algorithm could prove
useful for automated early spill detection and volume
estimation of land crude oil spills.

1. Introduction
An oil spill is the release of a liquid petroleum
hydrocarbon into the environment, especially the
marine ecosystem, due to human activity. Its
occurrence could be inadvertent or deliberate and it
results mostly from everyday human activities
through the release of the spills into coastal waters
and land. In most oil producing countries, oil spills
are a common occurrence. Oil spill has a great
negative influence on the ecosystem and the extent
of risk is dependent on the type and volume of the oil
spill [1,2]. Since the extent of damage on the
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environment depends on the volume of crude oil
spilled, early detection of crude oil spills is critical. A
few strategies have been utilized for oil spill
detection. These include ongoing remote surveillance
by flying airplanes with observation groups, use of
different sensors, for example, visible sensors,
infrared sensors, bright sensors, radar sensors, and
laser fluorosensors. Visible sensors are still generally
utilized in oil spill remote detection in spite of
numerous deficiencies, including the fact that there
are no settled techniques to guarantee the positive
detection of an oil spill in visible sensor images.
Visible sensors are generally accessible and can be
effectively mounted on airplanes. Video cameras
have lower resolutions than still cameras. However,
they are still in use for oil spill remote detection, as
they are less expensive and simple to utilize [3,4].
The visible light range still remains a research area
of interest as it is a cheap method for observation of
oil spill especially on countermeasure tasks.
Crude oil spills from pipelines occur as a result of
pipeline
corrosion,
poor
maintenance
of
infrastructure, spills or leaks during processing at
refineries, human error, and intentional vandalism or
theft of oil. The life span of the oil pipe is estimated
to be fifteen years [1]. In the Niger Delta area of
Nigeria, most of pipes used to convey crude oil are
as old as 20-25 years. Information from the Shell Oil
Development Company (SPDC) reveals that a lot of
the oil facilities were developed more than 50 years
ago [3, 5-6]. These facilities having outlived their
life span are highly susceptible to frequent
breakdowns.
Crude Oil spills have an unfavorable influence on
the ecosystem by putting the marine lives at high
threat. Oil spill on river or sea envelopes the water
surface area and subsequently, prevents the diffusion
of sunlight that enhances photosynthesis. This affects
plant lives within the vicinity [1]. The hydrocarbons
in the spilled crude oil pose a harmful risk as they
affect the quality of groundwater as they become
unsuitable for drinking, irrigation and industrial use
[7]. Crude oil and salt water spills are usually
common occurrences around production sites. When
pipeline breaks, livestock are exposed to crude oil or
refined petroleum hydrocarbon. What is worse is the
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fact that ingestion of petroleum hydrocarbons by
livestock can cause sudden death. Again, ingestion of
petroleum hydrocarbons can also lead to devastating
effects on aquatic lives, which may in turn adversely
affect the means of livelihood of people in such areas
of crude oil exploration and its spills.
Oil spills also destroy the insulating ability of furbearing mammals such as sea otters, and waterrepelling abilities of bird's feathers, causing
mortality. Birds and marine mammals that ingest oil
when they clean themselves get killed or injured in
the presence of oil spills. [7,8]. In so many areas of
the world where crude oil explorations are going on,
people are exposed to crude oil or its chemical
byproducts. In these areas, toxins can be found in the
air, water, and soil that people interact with
routinely. When absorbed into the body during
respiration, drinking, eating, and bathing, oil appears
to have adverse effects on the human body.
Environmental crude oil pollution has given rise to
health challenges for people living in these areas.
During the Gulf War, a vast range of health problems
of American and Australian veterans related to their
exposure of crude oil spill that was set ablaze include
infections and parasitic diseases, neoplasms,
endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases,
mental disorders, diseases of the blood, nervous
system, circulatory system, respiratory system,
digestive system and genitourinary system,
complications of pregnancy, skin diseases,
musculoskeletal system diseases, poisoning, asthma,
acute bronchitis, chronic bronchitis, malignant
neoplasms of the respiratory and intrathoracic
organs, malignant neoplasms of the oropharynx,
nasopharynx, and hypopharynx, emphysema,
ischemic heart disease, respiratory conditions due to
chemical fumes and vapors along with other diseases
of the respiratory system [9].
The devastating effects of crude oil spills on both
human life and environment warrant the need for
early automated detection of crude oil spills as soon
as they occur. Planning for and execution of response
to oil spills from pipelines is greatly enhanced when
the volume of the crude oil spill is readily available.
In an oil spill event, determination of the initial
amount of spilled oil is an important issue since
cleaners overestimate and spillers underestimate the
volume. The volume of the spilled oil is extremely
critical for the actions of spill mitigation as well as
legal issues and fines to the spillers [10-11].
The focus of this paper is to provide an algorithm
for initial automated detection and volume
estimation of land crude oil spills using visible
imaging. In order to calculate the volume of a spill,
the spill area is first estimated or measured, and then
the thickness of the spill is estimated. Typically,
thickness is estimated based on the "color" of the oil
slick. However, spills with thicknesses greater than
50 um appear dark brown [12], and so the actual
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volume of the spill cannot be accurately measured
for spills with thicknesses greater than 50 um.
Furthermore, this technique is limited to sheens and
rainbow-colored slicks [13] and is only applicable to
oil spills on water [14]. Currently spill detection and
volume estimation for land based crude oil spills in
visible imaging is largely unexplored.

2. Literature Review
Ejofodomi et. al. [4] used color segmentation, sky
segmentation, homogeneity, entropy and power
spectrum density (PSD) texture analysis to detect
crude oil spills in visible images obtained from
SPDC. While this technique demonstrated an
efficiency of 82% on a set of 56 case images, and a
False Positive Per Image (FPI) of 0.66, it failed to
provide the estimated volume of the detected crude
oil spills. Onyishi et. al. [3] utilized sky and
vegetation segmentation, homogeneity extraction,
entropy
filtration,
and
standard
deviation
thresholding to detect crude oil spills in 42 images
and obtained a sensitivity of 85.7% without any spill
volume estimation. Ofualagba et. al. [15] utilized
crude oil image filters to perform color,
homogeneity, and PSD cross correlation on 50 test
images obtained from SPDC. This technique resulted
in a sensitivity of 84% and FPI of 0.82. However,
volume estimation was not performed for the
detected spills to gauge the algorithm's efficiency.
This paper presents the first attempt at volume
estimation for early detected land crude oil spills in
the visible imaging spectrum.

3. Materials and Methods
In this section, the materials used in conducting
this research are listed, and the methods employed
are also presented. The materials used are stated in
Section 3.1. The methodology used consists of three
major steps: canny edge detection, modal filtration,
and color homogeneity filtration. Each of these steps
are explained in detail in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and
3.2.3 respectively.

3.1. Materials
Video cameras were used to acquire crude oil
spill images within the university community of
Federal University of Petroleum Resources, Effurun,
Delta State of Nigeria. A Crude Oil Spill Imaging
Database (COSID) publicly available serves as the
source of images used in the automated spill
detection and volume estimation [16]. The images
can be accessed online [17]. The database presently
contains 104 visible sensor images of simulated
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crude oil spills with spill volumes ranging from 0.01
L - 3 L. The location, surface area, and thickness of
the crude oil spill in these ground truth images are
available for rigorous evaluation of spill detection
algorithms. A total of 70 images were selected from
COSID for automated spill detection and volume
estimation, and an algorithm was developed and
tested using MATLABTM (The MathworksTM,
Natick, MA, USA).

pixels are selected. The threshold size for the
interconnected
pixels
was
determined
experimentally. A sample of the output at this stage
of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a is
the original image, Image_0017, obtained from
COSID [17], Figure 2b is the canny edge-detected
image, and Figure 2c is the canny edge-detected
image with group of pixels greater than 200, all
derived from the algorithm.

3.2. Materials
The algorithm presented in this paper uses three
major steps in the automated detection of the crude
oil as well as estimation of the crude oil volume.
These steps are: canny edge detection, modal
filtration with customized crude oil spill image
filters, and color homogeneity filtration. The
sequence of the steps is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sequence of steps used by the
algorithm to detect crude oil spills
3.2.1. Canny Edge Detection
Canny edge detection algorithm is one of the
optimal edge detection algorithms [18]. The Canny
method finds edges by looking for local maxima of
the gradient of intensity image, I. The gradient is
calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter.
The method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and
weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the
output only if they are connected to strong edges.
Generally, the purpose of edge detection is to
significantly reduce the amount of data in an image,
while preserving the structural properties to be used
for further image processing.
The images obtained from the COSID database
were first converted from color images to grayscale
images. Next, canny edge detection was performed
on the grayscale image, with an experimentally
determined scalar threshold of 0.07. After Edge
Detection, a 10 by 10 block pixel check is performed
on the grayscale edge-detected image over the entire
image. If a block contains only black pixels (i.e. the
sum of its intensity is equal to 0), then it is a region
detected by the canny method and is be kept for
further analysis. If the intensity of the block is
greater than 0, then it is not a canny edge selected
region and is discarded. A grouping of the canny
edge-detected regions is then performed, and
interconnected pixels with a size greater than 200
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. Canny edge detection of crude oil spill
images. (a) original crude oil spill image,
Image_0017 [17]. (b) Canny edge-detected
output for Image_0017. (c) Canny edgedetected image with groups of pixels greater
than 200
3.2.2. Modal Filtration
In the second stage, 20 customized crude oil
filters were developed from COSID database [17]
and were used to extract pixels possibly containing
crude oil spills. The modal values of the R, G, and B
components of the crude oil filters were extracted
and used perform color thresholding on the output
image obtained from the first stage of the algorithm.
If the R, G, and B values of a pixel were within
an experimentally determined range of any of the R,
G, and B modal values of the 20 crude oil filter,
then that pixel was selected for further
processing. Otherwise, the pixel was discarded as
being a non-crude oil spill pixel. After selecting
pixels based on modal filtration using the
crude
oil
filters, neighboring pixels were
grouped together and those with an area greater
than 500 pixels are selected. This threshold value
was selected experimentally. Figures 3a and 3b
show the modal selected crude oil pixels and modal
filtered image with groups of pixels greater than 500,
respectively.
3.2.3 Color Homogeneity Filtration
Homogeneity is a measure of how close in the
grayscale values of a pixel is when compared with its
neighboring pixels. In the color homogeneity
filtration, the average R, G, and B values of the
pixels surrounding the central pixel in a 3 by 3 block
was computed.
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crude oil spill, and the original image with identified
crude oil respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Modal filtration using customized
crude oil filters. (a) Modal selected crude oil
pixels. (b) Modal filtered image with pixel groups
> 500.
If the difference between the average R, G, and B
values and the R, G, and B values of the central
pixel is less than 4 (value determined
experimentally), then the central pixel was classified
as a homogeneous pixel that could contain crude oil.
Such pixels were preserved by the algorithm for
further analysis. If the difference between the
average R, G, and B values and the R, G, and B
values of the central pixel was greater than 4, then
the central pixel was classified as non-homogeneous
and was discarded by setting its RGB value to zero.
This process was repeated across the entire image
output from the second stage of the algorithm (edgedetected and modal filtered image) and resulted in an
output image containing only pixels that were
classified as homogeneous.
A further step was then taken to group
interconnected
pixels.
Subsequently,
areas
thresholding was performed, and areas with pixels
greater than 200 pixels were preserved as these were
the determined groups that could contain crude oil
spills. At this stage, custom ground filters were used
to identify an eliminate pixels with R, G, and B
values representing the earth, to ensure only crude oil
spill pixels were selected. A final area thresholding
on the output image was performed, and only areas
with pixels greater than 200 were selected as the
final output image of the algorithm. For the original
COSID image Image_0017, the color homogeneity
selected pixels image is shown in Figure 4a, and the
color homogeneity image with groups of pixels
greater than 200 is shown in Figure 4b. Figures 4c,
4d and 4e show the ground filtered image with
groups of pixels greater than 200, the identified
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 4. Color homogeneity filtration of
image_0017. (a) Color homogeneity selected
pixels. (b) Color homogeneity image with pixel
groups > 200. (c) Ground filtered image with
pixel groups > 200. (d) Identified crude oil spill.
(e) Original Image with Identified crude oil spill
The bounding box of the detected crude oil spill
in each image was obtained by the algorithm and the
surface area of the detected crude oil spill was
computed using the image resolution of the input
image. Every crude oil spill image obtained from the
COSID database has its own unique image resolution
that equates the value of single pixel to a specific
length in centimetres [17]. This information was
utilized in the algorithm to compute and display the
surface area of detected crude oil spills, and is shown
in Figures 3d and 3e. The COSID database also
specifies the depth and volume of the crude oil spill
in each image and this varies from image to image
[17]. This data was also used by the algorithm to
calculate the volume of the detected crude oil spill by
multiplying the detected surface area and the ground
truth thickness provided for each image at COSID
[17]. A comparison of the detected volume of crude
oil spill by the algorithm and the ground truth
volume of crude oil spill in the image as provided by
COSID [17] could then be performed to analyze the
effectiveness of the algorithm.
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4. Results
The main title (on the first page) should begin 13/8 inches (3.49 cm) from the top edge of the page,
centered, and in Times 14-point, boldface type.
Capitalize the first letter of nouns, pronouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs; do not capitalize articles,
coordinate conjunctions, or prepositions (unless the
title begins with such a word). Leave two 12-point
blank lines after the title.
The oil spill detection algorithm presented in this
paper was tested on 70 images randomly picked from
[17], and the result is shown in Table 1. The
algorithm successfully detected the crude oil spill in
65 of the 70 images. This translated to a sensitivity
of 92.86%. Without the ground filter step, the
algorithm presented a false positive per image (FPI)
of 4.1 but with incorporation of ground filter step in
the algorithm, the FPI reduced to 1.84. This implies
that the introduction of ground filter reduced the FPI.
For example, the algorithm detected the crude oil
spill in Image 36 with 1 FP without ground filter
step, but with the inclusion of the ground filter, the
algorithm found no FP.
Table 1. Results of list of the 70 images used
from COSID [17]
FP
FP
Image
Test
Without
With
Number Results Ground Ground
Filter
Filter
YES =
1,
NO = 0

20

1

2

0

21

1

2

2

26

0

0

0

27

1

5

1

32

1

4

3

35

0

0

0

36

1

0

0

38

1

0

0

44

1

0

0

47

0

0

0

51

1

0

0

56

1

3

0

57

1

2

0

58

1

9

3

60

1

8

4

61

1

6

1

62

1

3

0

63

1

3

0

64

1

1

0

65

1

5

1

67

1

13

6

68

1

7

3

69

1

10

9

1

1

0

0

70

1

10

8

3

1

0

0

71

1

10

7

4

1

6

0

72

1

7

7

5

1

0

0

73

1

8

11

6

1

2

2

74

1

2

0

7

1

2

2

75

1

1

1

8

1

2

1

76

1

1

0

9

1

0

0

77

1

4

3

10

1

1

0

79

1

2

1

11

1

0

0

80

1

11

0

12

1

4

2

81

1

2

1

13

1

7

7

82

0

0

0

14

1

0

0

85

1

0

0

17

1

0

0

86

1

0

0

19

1

2

4

87

0

0

0
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88

1

0

0

6

1

0.125

89

1

1

1

7

1

0.62

90

1

6

2

8

1

0.058

91

1

0

0

9

1

0.139

92

1

8

1

10

1

0.379

93

1

8

2

11

1

0.131

94

1

13

3

12

1

0.658

95

1

5

0

13

1

0.574

96

1

15

6

14

1

0.245

97

1

7

0

17

1

0.339

98

1

8

4

19

1

0.094

99

1

8

4

20

1

0.264

100

1

13

8

21

1

0.479

101

1

7

3

26

0.5

0

102

1

1

1

27

0.5

0.083

32

0.5

0.014

103

1

9

1

35

0.01

0

104

1

11

3

36

0.01

0.004

38

0.01

0.003

44

0.01

0.001

47

0.01

0

51

0.01

0.001

56

2

0.632

57

2

0.551

58

2

0.098

60

2

0.396

61

2

0.281

62

2

0.385

63

3

1.906

64

3

0.841

65

3

0.768

67

3

1.699

68

3

0.531

69

2

0.984

70

2

1.755

71

2

1.597

72

2

0.737

73

2

1.703

74

3

1.365

75

3

1.292

In addition to the detection of the crude oil spill,
the algorithm is also capable detecting the volume of
the spill. Table 2 shows the actual volume of the
crude oil spill in each image from COSID [17] and
the estimated volume of the spills detected by the
algorithm. The algorithm was able to detect crude oil
spills with volumes as little as 0.01 L. For crude oil
spills with volumes ranging from 0.01 L - 3 L, the
algorithm estimated volumes of 0.001 L - 2.619 L.
For the 65 images in which the algorithm
successfully detected the crude oil spill, the
estimated volume of the spill by the algorithm
ranged from 2 - 87.5% of the actual volume of crude
oil spill present in the images.
Table 2: Ground truth volume of crude oil spill in
images [17] compared to estimated detected
volume by the algorithm
Imag
Volume
Estimated
e
of crude oil spill volume by
number
spill from
algorithm (in
COSID [17]
litres)
(in litres)
1

0.1

0.002

3

0.1

0.005

4

1

0.03

5

1

0.574
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76

3

1.337

77

3

1.51

79

3

2.596

80

3

2.619

81

2

0.052

82

2

0

85

3

0.322

86

3

0.228

87

3

0

88

3

0.433

89

1

0.588

90

1

0.378

91

1

0.35

92

0.2

0.073

93

0.2

0.079

94

0.2

0.086

95

0.4

0.101

96

0.4

0.138

97

0.4

0.091

98

0.4

0.109

99

0.5

0.292

100

0.5

0.267

101

0.5

0.269

102

0.5

0.284

103

0.5

0.163

104

0.5

0.335

Table 3 shows the range of the percentage of
crude oil spill volumes that were successfully
detected by the algorithm for 65 images. The results
indicate that the efficiency of the algorithm improves
as the actual volume of the crude oil spill increases.
Table 3. Percent of spill volume successfully
detected by the algorithm
Actual crude oil spill
Percentage of
volume (in litres)
volume detected (%)
0.01
10 - 40
0.1
2-5
0.2
37 - 43
0.4
23 - 35
0.5
3 - 67
1
3 - 66
2
5 - 88
3
8 - 87
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5. Discussion
The algorithm was able to detect the crude oil
spill in 65 of the 70 crude oil spill images obtained
from COSID [17], resulting in an efficiency of
92.86%. The algorithm was unable to detect the
crude oil spill in Images 26, 35, 47, 82 and 87. For
Image 26 (see Figure 5a), the canny edge detection
step failed to isolate the crude oil spill in the image
due to the selected threshold that was used (see
Figures 5b and 5c). The presence of twigs and tiny
branches inside the crude oil spill also made it
difficult for the algorithm to effectively perform edge
detection in this particular image. For Images 35
(see Figure 5d) and 47, canny edge detection
successfully isolated the crude oil spill, as well as the
modal filtration step (see Figure 5e). However, the
area thresholding performed after modal filtration
eliminated the spill detection of these 2 images, as
the area threshold of 500 pixels proved to be too
great for both images (see Figure 5f).
For Images 82 (see Figure 5g) and 87, shadows
across the surface of the crude oil spill prevented the
canny edge detection step from effectively isolating
the crude oil spill. As a result of this, the output from
this step resulted in the crude oil spill region being
broken up into small, numerous pieces, with pixel
groups greater than 200, but smaller than 500 (see
Figure 5h). Consequently, in the modal filtration
steps, although these pixels were selected by the
algorithm, they failed to pass the area thresholding
that selected only pixel groups greater than 500 (see
Figure 5i). For this reason, the algorithm was unable
to detect the crude oil spill in Images 82 and 87.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)
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(g)
(h)
(i)
Figure 5. Analysis of undetected spill images:
(a) image 0026. (b) Canny edge detection for
image 26. (c) Grouped Canny edge detection
image showing absence of crude oil spill. (d)
Image 35. (e) Modal selected crude oil pixels
for image 35. (f) Grouped modal selected crude
oil pixels (> 500 pixels) failing to retain crude oil
spill. (g) image 82. (h) Canny edge detection for
image 82. (i) Grouped modal selected crude oil
pixels (> 500 pixels) failing to retain crude oil spill
The algorithm was able to detect 2 - 87.5% of the
volume of the crude oil spills in 65 of the 70 images.
The lower percentage of the estimated volume in
many cases was due one, two, or three reasons. The
first reason for low volume estimation occurred
when the crude oil spill was scattered in different
pockets across the image, as opposed to a single
liquid pool. A key example is image 1 (see Figure
6a). In this image, the crude oil spill is split into 5 or 6
tiny puddles, spread far apart from each other.
Although the surface area for each of the oil spill
puddle is little, these puddles are spread far from one
another, making their net coverage area extremely
large (see Figure 6a). For Image 1, the algorithm
successfully detected only 1 of the 6 spill puddles as
the other 5 were too small in size to meet the area
thresholding in the algorithm. As a result of this, the
estimated spill volume for Image 1 (0.002 L) is far
less than the ground truth volume (0.01 L), resulting
in only 2% of the spill volume being detected.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 6. Volume estimation analysis. (a) Image
1 with spill region identified. (b) Image 1 with the
algorithm's detected spill region. (b) Image 7
with spill region identified. (b) Image 7 showing
algorithm detecting only non-shadowed spill
regions. (e) Image 86 with spill region identified.
(f) Image 86 showing algorithm detecting small
spill volume due to the presence of leaves and
grasses
The second reason for the low volume estimation
in some of the images was due to the effect of
shadows on the surface of the crude oil spill, due to
trees and other overhanging vegetation. In such
cases, the shadowed regions were undetected by the
algorithm, as the R, G, and B values of such pixels
were outside the range of the crude oil filters utilized
in performing modal filtration. Figure 6c shows
Image 7 with the ground truth surface area of the
crude oil spill. Notice the darkened region of the spill
due to overhead vegetation. Figure 6d shows the
portion of the crude oil spill that was detected by the
algorithm. The darkened pixels were not classified as
crude oil spills as they failed to be detected by modal
filtration. This resulted in the algorithm only
detecting 62% of the crude oil spill volume. This was
the case for many of the images.
The third reason for the low volume estimation in
some of the images was the presence of twigs and
branches and other non-crude oil objects present
within the crude oil spill itself. In such cases, the
algorithm's ability to detect the edges of the crude oil
spill was severely compromised, and resulted in the
crude oil spill being broken into very small pieces
that failed to pass the area thresholding in the modal
filtration and the color homogeneity steps. Also, the
presence of these non-crude oil objects within the
spill affect the homogeneity of the spill, causing the
algorithm to fail. Image 86 is a good example of such
a case (see Figure 6e). For this image, almost half of
the crude oil spill is shadowed by overhead
vegetation. In addition to this, leaves and blades of
grasses are contained within the crude oil spill. This
affected the algorithm's ability to detect the crude oil
spill (see Figure 6f) and resulted in only 7.6% of the
volume of the crude oil spill being detected (0.228 L
out of 3 L).
The ability of the algorithm to estimate the
volume of the crude oil in a spill seems to improve as
the actual volume of the spill increases (see Table 3).
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The discrepancies between the estimated spill
volume and the actual spill volume could be a lot
smaller in images with larger volume spills. This
will need to be tested further. The sensitivity of the
algorithm can be improved by adjusting the values
utilized for area thresholding and for canny edge
detection. However, this may increase the FPI of the
algorithm. While the current FPI of the algorithm has
been reduced from 4.1 to 1.84 with the inclusion of
the ground filter step, a further step could also be
incorporated into the algorithm in the future to
further lower the FPI. The thickness of the crude oil
spill was supplied by COSID [17] and was used in
estimating he volume of the crude oil spill. However,
future work would explore methods to estimate the
thickness of a land crude oil spill in cases where such
data is not readily available. With a sensitivity of
92.86% and an FPI of 1.84%, this algorithm was able
to successfully detect crude oil spills as small as 0.01
L, and could prove useful for automated early spill
detection and volume estimation of land crude oil
spills.

6. Recommendations
It is recommended that future automated spill
detection algorithms be designed to target spills with
specific volumes. For instance, an algorithm could be
developed specifically to first detect spills with
volumes less than 1 L, then secondly, detect spills
with volumes between 1 L than 10 L, and then
thirdly, detect spills with volumes between 10 L and
50 L. This would enable researchers fine-tune each
segment of the algorithm to ensure that spills of any
size can be robustly identified and detected.
The second recommendation would be to develop
a larger set of crude oil filters for performing modal
filtration. The algorithm employed in this research
utilized only 20 crude oil filters, and this was
insufficient to successfully detect all the spills in the
70 test images. A larger set of crude oil filters would
increase the efficiency of the spill detection
algorithm.
The final recommendation would be for
researchers to optimize the parameters used in
performing canny edge detection, as this had a
significant effect of the ability of the algorithm to
detect and estimate the volume of crude oil spills,
especially when foreign non-crude oil spill objects
were contained within the spills.

important. The algorithm presented in this paper
utilizes canny edge detection, modal filtration using
customized crude oil filters, and color homogeneity
filtration for automated early detection and volume
estimation of land crude oil spills. The algorithm was
tested on 70 crude oil spill images from COSID [17]
and demonstrated a sensitivity of 92.86% and an FPI
of 1.84%. Spills with volumes ranging from 0.01 L 3 L were detected. Volume Estimation performed by
the algorithm demonstrated the ability to detect 2 87.5% of the actual volume of the crude oil spill in
the images. The algorithm could prove useful for
automated early spill detection and volume
estimation of land crude oil spills.
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